The dynamic coupling effects on fusion cross sections for reactions 32 
Introduction
Heavy-ion fusion reaction has been an interesting topic for several decades because the heavy-ion fusion not only is of central importance for nucleosynthesis but also can reveal rich interplay between nuclear structure and reaction dynamics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The study of fusion reaction mechanism is also of fundamental importance for understanding the synthesis of superheavy elements, properties of weakly bound nuclei, and symmetry energy of the nuclear equation of state [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Up to now, lots of important information about fusion dynamics at energies near the Coulomb barrier, especially at sub-barrier energies, are obtained through experimental and theoretical studies, such as the fusion hindrance phenomenon at extreme low energies-a steep falloff of the fusion cross sections [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , the role of the neutron transfer effect in the fusion [24] [25] [26] [27] , the breakup effect on the fusion reactions process [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , etc..
In the sub-barrier energy region, a large enhancement of fusion cross section for the fusion reaction of 58 Ni + 64 Ni as compared with that for 58 Ni + 58 Ni and 64 Ni + 64 Ni was observed by Beckerman et al. [28] . Broglia et al. [29, 30] suggested that the coupling to transfer channels with positive Q values is needed to explain the enhancement of fusion data for the Ni + Ni systems. Large enhancements of subbarrier fusion cross sections have been also observed in many other reaction systems with positive Q-value neutron transfer (PQNT) channels, such as the reaction systems 32 S + A Pd (A = 104-106, 108, and 110) [36] , 40 Ca + 44, 48 Ca [37] , 40 Ca + 94,96 Zr [38, 39] , and 32 S + 94,96 Zr [40, 41] . For some of these systems, the fusion excitation functions have been measured in sufficiently small energy steps, which can be used to extract the underlying barrier distributions to study the contribution from transfer channels. The experimental barrier distributions are much broader than those of the reaction systems with negative Q-value neutron transfer channel. However, in some other experiments for reaction systems with PQNT channels [42, 43] , no enhancement was observed in the fusion cross sections at sub-barrier energies.
Theoretically, many efforts have been made to understand the effect of the neutron transfer channels. In Ref. [31] , the authors proposed that a neutron flow between the projectile and the target nuclei before fusion could promote neck formation which provides a force strong enough to overcome the Coulomb force. Therefore the fusion is more favored and the sub-barrier fusion cross section is enhanced. In Ref. [44] , Zagrebaev proposed a simplified semiclassical model to describe the effect of neutron transfer on fusion. This effect depends on both neutron transfer probabilities and their Q values. The PQNT provides a gain in the kinetic energy. Consequently, the fusion is easier and the sub-barrier fusion cross section is enhanced. Sargsyan et al. suggested that the deformations of the interacting nuclei change owing to the PQNT [45] [46] [47] . Thus, the influence of the PQNT channels on fusion is accompanied by and depends on the change of nuclear deformations. In the quantum coupled channel (QCC) model [48] , the coupling to PQNT channels is treated approximately by using a macroscopic form factor. Within the microscopic dynamics models, such as the quantum molecular dynamic model [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] and the time-dependent HartreeFock method [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] , the effects of surface excitations as well as nucleon transfer can be automatically included. Up to now, although many experiments and theoretical efforts have been devoted to study the mechanism of the coupling to PQNT channels, the underlying mechanism is still far from a clear understanding.
In our previous work [62] , a systematic study of capture excitation functions for 217 reaction systems has been performed by using an empirical coupled channel (ECC) model. In the ECC model, a barrier distribution is used to take effectively into account the effects of couplings. The effect of the coupling to PQNT channels is simulated by broadening the barrier distribution. Among these 217 reaction systems, there are 86 systems with positive Q values for one neutron pair transfer channel. The calculated capture cross sections of most of these 86 reaction systems are in good agreement with the experimental values, including 32 The present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the ECC model is briefly reviewed. The method used to eliminate geometrical factors and static effects of the data is introduced in Sec. 3 where the influence on fusion cross section owing to inelastic excitations and transfer couplings will be also investigated. A summary is given in Sec. 4. 
Methods
The fusion cross section at a given center-of-mass energy E c.m. can be written as the sum of the cross section for each partial wave J,
here µ denotes the reduced mass of the reaction system and T denotes the penetration probability. J max is the critical angular momentum: For the partial wave with angular momentum larger than J max , the "pocket" of the interaction potential disappears. The interaction potential around the Coulomb barrier is approximated by an "inverted" parabola. The couplings between the relative motion of the two nuclei and other degrees of freedom including the coupling to PQNT channels results in an enhancement in the fusion cross sections at sub-barrier energies. In the ECC model [62] , a barrier distribution f (B) is introduced to take into account the coupled channel effects in an empirical way. Then, the penetration probability is calculated as
T HW denotes the penetration probability calculated by the well-known Hill-Wheeler formula [63] . Note that for very deep sub-barrier penetration, the Hill-Wheeler formula is not valid because of the long tail in the Coulomb potential. In Ref. [64] , a new barrier penetration formula was proposed for potential barriers containing a long-range Coulomb interaction and this formula is especially appropriate for the barrier penetration with penetration energy much lower than the Coulomb barrier. The barrier distribution f (B) is taken to be an asymmetric Gaussian function
/2 is a normalization coefficient. ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 , and B m denote the left width, the right width, and the central value of the barrier distribution, respectively.
Within the ECC model [62] , the barrier distribution is related to the couplings to low-lying collective vibrational states and rotational states. The vibrational modes are connected to the change of nuclear shape. Nuclear rotational states are related to static deformations of the interacting nuclei. Furthermore, when the two nuclei come close enough to each other, both nuclei are distorted owing to the attractive nuclear force and the repulsive Coulomb force, thus dynamical deformations develop [12, 44] . Considering the dynamical deformation, a two-dimensional potential energy surface (PES) with respect to relative distance R and quadrupole deformation of the system can be obtained. Based on the PES, empirical formulas were proposed for calculating the parameters of the barrier distribution in Ref. [62] . Note that such empirical formulas are connected with the quadrupole deformation parameters predicted by the finite-range droplet model (FRDM) [65] .
The effect of the coupling to the PQNT channel is simulated by broadening the barrier distribution. Only one neutron pair transfer channel is considered in the ECC model. When the Q value for one neutron pair transfer is positive, the widths of the barrier distribution are calculated as
, where Q(2n) is the Q value for one neutron pair transfer. f is taken as 0.32 for all reactions with positive Q value for one neutron pair transfer channel [62] .
Results and Discussions
The fusion excitation function is influenced by two types of features related to the structure of and interaction potential between the projectile and the target. One is of a static nature, such as the heights, curvatures and radii of the barriers, and the static effects associated with the excess protons or neutrons in weakly bound nuclei. The other one is the dynamic effect of couplings to inelastic excitations, the breakup channel, and nucleon transfer channels. In order to study the dynamic coupling effects on fusion cross sections, it is necessary to eliminate the geometrical factors and static effects of the potential between the two nuclei [66, 67] . In the present work, we will first investigate the dynamic coupling effects on fusion cross sections by eliminating the static effects with the UFF formalism. Then, the effects of couplings to inelastic excitations and neutron transfer channels on fusion are analysed separately with the ECC model. Since 32 S and 40 Ca are both well bound, the breakup effects is not important. 
Reduced fusion excitation functions
We adopt the method proposed in Refs. [66, 67] to eliminate the geometrical factors and static effects of the potential between the two nuclei. According to this prescription, the fusion cross section and the collision energy are reduced to a dimensionless fusion function F(x) and a dimensionless variable x,
where E c.m. is the collision energy in the center-of-mass frame, σ F is the fusion cross section, and V B , ω, and R B denote the height, curvature, and radius of the barrier which is approximated by a parabola. The barrier parameters V B , ω, and R B are obtained from the double folding and parameterfree São Paulo potential (SPP) [69] [70] [71] . If the fusion cross section can be accurately described by the Wong's formula [72] 40 Ca + 94 Zr, and (d) 40 Ca + 96 Zr. The dash lines denote the results from the ECC calculations without the coupling to the neutron transfer channels considered. The solid lines denote the results from the ECC calculations with the coupling to the neutron transfer channels considered. The quadrupole deformation parameters of β 2 = 0.062 and β 2 = 0.217 are used for 94 Zr and 96 Zr [65] , respectively. The experimental fusion excitation functions are taken from Refs. [38] [39] [40] [41] .
then F(x) reduces to
which is called the universal fusion function (UFF) [66, 67] . Note that F 0 (x) is independent of reaction systems. So F 0 (x) is used as a uniform standard reference to explore the coupling effects on fusion cross sections. Deviations of the fusion function from the UFF, if exist, are assumed to mainly arise from the dynamic coupling effects on fusion cross section. The reduced fusion excitation functions of the reactions 32 . It is well-known that the coupling to PQNT channels enhances the sub-barrier fusion cross section. However, a quantitative understanding of the enhancement due to PQNT channel coupling remains elusive because the only observable is the total enhancement of the cross section. In order to further understand the effect of the neutron transfer channels in these reactions, we will study the effects of couplings to inelastic excitations and neutron transfer channels on fusion separately by using the ECC model.
Couplings to inelastic excitations and PQNT channels
In this section, we will isolate the effect of transfer coupling from that of couplings to the inelastic excitations channels. We first estimate the enhancement due to inelastic excitations channel couplings alone by adopting the ECC model [62] .
The experimental fusion excitation functions and the results from ECC calculations for 32 Fig. 2 . For these four reactions, the Q values of neutron transfer are negative as seen in Table 1 . Therefore, only the couplings to inelastic excitations channels are responsible for the enhancement. The solid lines denote the results from the ECC calculations. In the ECC calculations, the static quadrupole deformation parameters β 2 = 0.035, β 2 = 0.062, and β 2 = 0.217 are used for 90, 94, 96 Zr [65] , respectively. One can find that results from the ECC calculations are in good agreement with the data. This implies that the ECC model with the barrier distributions obtained from Ref. [62] can describe well the effect of the couplings to inelastic excitations channels. Therefore, the ECC calculations can provide an accurate quantitative estimate of the enhancement due to inelastic excitations channel couplings alone.
As mentioned above, the sub-barrier cross section of reactions 32 Fig. 3 by the dash lines. It can be seen that the experimental fusion data at near-barrier and sub-barrier energy show large enhancement as compared with the ECC calculations without the coupling to neutron transfer channels considered. Consequently, these enhancements may be from the coupling to PQNT channels. In the ECC model, the effect of coupling to the PQNT channels is simulated by broadening the barrier distribution which is related to the Q(2n) value. The results from ECC calculations with the neutron transfer effects taken into account are shown in Fig. 3 40 Ca + 94 Zr, the calculated results underestimate the sub-barrier cross sections considerably. To understand this underestimation, we follow Jia et al. [41] and examine the relative enhancement. The relative enhancement is calculated as the ratio of the experimental fusion cross section to the calculated result by using the ECC model without the coupling to the neutron transfer channels considered, i.e., f R.E. = σ exp (E c.m. )/σ th ECC (E c.m. ). Figure 4 shows these relative enhancements for 32 S + 94,96 Zr and 40 Ca + 94,96 Zr. From  Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) , one can find that the relative enhancements for the reactions with 94 Zr as target are much larger than those for the reactions with 96 Zr as target. This implies that if the estimates of the enhancement due to inelastic excitations channel couplings for the 32 Next let's discuss the discrepancies between the calculated fusion cross sections and the experimental values from another viewpoint: We first estimate the effect of coupling to the PQNT channels, then constrain the coupling effects due to inelastic excitation channels. Within the ECC model, for 32 S + 94,96 Zr and 40 Ca + 94,96 Zr, the influence of neutron transfer should be almost the same because Q(2n) values for these four reactions are very similar (see Table 1 ). As discussed in Sec. 3.1, the total effect of the couplings to the inelastic excitations and neutron transfer channels in 32 Fig. 5 . One can find that the calculated fusion cross sections are in good agreement with the data. In addition, as can be seen in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) , the relative enhancements of the reactions with 94 Zr as target are almost the same as those of the reactions with 96 Zr as target.
The issue of quadrupole deformation for 94 Zr
Within the ECC model [62] , the formulas for calculating the parameters of the barrier distribution were proposed based on the quadrupole deformation parameters β 2 predicted by the FRDM [65] . According to the FRDM, β 2 = 0.062 for 94 Zr and β 2 = 0.217 for 96 Zr; they are quite different. As discussed before, the total effect of couplings to inelastic excitations and neutron transfer channels on fusion in the reaction 32 94 Zr as target from the ECC model are in good agreement with the experiment (see Fig. 5 ).
Therefore, it becomes a puzzling issue whether the quadrupole deformation parameters for 94 Zr and 96 Zr are similar to each other or not. In Table 3 To solve this puzzling issue and get further understanding of the coupling to PQNT channels, we suggest to measure the fusion excitation function of the reactions 48 Ca + 94 Zr or 36 S + 94 Zr. In these two reactions, the PQNT channels are closed (see Table 1 ). Therefore, these two reactions can be used to test the structure information connected to fusion of the target 94 Zr. If the results obtained from ECC calculations together with the quadrupole deformation parameters predicted from FRDM are in good agreement with the measured fusion excitation functions, one can conclude that the influence of PQNT channel coupling on sub-barrier fusion cross section in the reaction 32 
Summary
In summary, we adopt the universal fusion function formalism and the ECC model to investigate the dynamic coupling effects on fusion cross sections for the reactions 32 
